Toko Thermo Bag

EXTREME WAX SATURATION FOR YOUR SKIS!
Treat your skis to the same deep wax penetration favored by World Cup Teams. The safe, evenly distributed warmth of our Toko Thermo Bag provides maximum wax saturation to new and freshly stone ground bases and it's the ultimate pre-race base prep. One treatment in the Thermo Bag can equal as many as 30 wax applications with an iron. There are other "hot boxes" out there, but the Toko Thermo Bag is recognized as the safest and most effective by World Cup athletes and teams across the globe!

$25 Pre-race Base Prep
For skis already well-saturated with wax.
• wax of-the-day applied w/ iron
• bagged for 4 hours at 60°C
• scraped and brushed

$39 Thermo Saturation
For new or freshly stone ground bases.
• razor scraped, fibertex, hot scraped
• prep wax applied w/ iron
• bagged for 4 hours at 60°C (140°F)
• scraped and brushed
• running wax applied w/ iron
• bagged for 4 hours at 60°C (140°F)
• slow cool down
• scraped and brushed
• finish coat of fluorinated wax applied w/ iron
• scraped and brushed

$65 Stone Grind / Thermo Saturation
Renew your base for maximum performance.
• Precision Stone Grind of your choice
• Complete Thermo Saturation (see above)